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Introduction

We ask…

Is communication among the social insects fully 
cooperative?



Introduction

Why not?
1. Incentives largely aligned, but not 100%, b/c foraging 

dangerous, and SLIGHT preference for sister to die 
instead.

2. In some species, like members of the the Ponerinae are 
large incentives problems. 

3. We do see noncooperative behavior in other domains; 
e.g. worker egg laying

4. Communication sometimes appears wasteful, e.g. bees’ 
shaker dance vs piping

5. small conflict may have little impact on aggregate, while 
still having predictable impact on the behavior of 
individual workers, e.g. age polyethism.



Introduction

We ask…

What would communication look like IF we take 
these private incentives into account.

BUT we DON’T  IGNORE colony level selection



Aside: Mechanism Design

-Will revenue maximizing auctioneers create efficient 
Auctions? What features will auctions have? (Myerson ‘81)

-Why is there so much “money left on the table” in 
bargaining? Can we design rules for bargaining that 
always give the item to the person who values it most? 
(Myerson & Satterthwaite ‘83)

In general, if individuals are rational, when can we design 
institutions that are efficient? What features will all 
institutions that recognize individual rationality share? 



Model 1



Model 1

What choices do each individual make? 

• Patroller chooses message to send for each 
value of q, σ (q) 

• Forager chooses whether to go or not for each 
signal σ . We will call this function g(σ )



Model 1

How do we capture individual level selection?

We require…

σ (q) and g(σ) to be best responses to each other.



Model 1



Model 1

We ask…

Do we always expect communication to be 
optimal? 

BUT this seems intractable, since potential 
message space is unlimited

But actually quite simple, with the help of 
Mechanism Design.
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Model 2

What changes if we allow costly signals?
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Model 3



Model 3



Evidence? 



Evidence?

And what testable predictions do we have?

1. Queen ages forage less, cost of signal 
increases. 

2. Relatedness dropsforage less, cost of signal 
increases. 

3. Depends on distribution of q
e.g. nest invasions or gems, can have cheap talk, 
even when costly signalling for other signals within 
same species.  


